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                           Abstract 
Nielsen Acquiring Arbitron: a Merger Between Two Monopolies 
                              Ri Hai 
 
 
 
 
    On Sep 30, 2013, Nielsen Holdings N.V. announced a deal that it had successfully 
acquired Arbitron Inc. In this case study, the author discussed some possible impacts 
the Nielsen and Arbitron merger would have on the participants and the entire media 
industry. Based on Nielsen and Arbitron’s activities and new cross platform products, 
Nielsen and Arbitron’s merger would not only affect television and radio measurement, 
but also the field of cross-platform measurement.  
    The author analyzed this case by providing background information prior to this 
acquisition, such as the digital viewing trends, online measurement and multi-screen 
demographics. In order to analyze the results of this case, the author combined 
Nielsen’s financial performance, new product information, an interview with a Nielsen 
employee and some comments from Nielsen clients. The results were presented in a 
“3C” structure; “Company”, “Customer” and “Competition”.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
    Nielsen Holdings N.V. is an information company engaging in measuring 
television viewing habits since 1946. Since the 1990s, Nielsen has attained a virtual 
monopoly in the television audience measurement business, which U.S. advertising 
agencies, marketers, media sellers and media buyers depend upon. In the radio ratings 
field, there is also a leading company, Arbitron, which offers radio measurement service 
to most radio stations.  
On Sep 30, 2013, Nielsen Holdings NV announced a deal that it had successfully 
acquired Arbitron Inc. Nielsen had previously signed an agreement purchasing all of 
Arbitron’s common stock on Dec. 17, 2012. It took the Federal Trade Commission
（FTC） 9 months to review the arrangement and determine a decision. After the 
acquisition, Arbitron was renamed as “Nielsen Audio” and its measurement function 
would now cover the scope of television, radio, mobile and the Internet. According to 
Nielsen’s press release, with the help of Nielsen Audio, they would be at the dominant 
place in both television measurement industry and radio measurement industry (Nielsen, 
2013).  
                   1.2 Statement of the Problem 
    Completing mergers or joint ventures is an effective strategy to forestall 
competition. In this case, it is more of an acquisition by Nielsen than a reconstruction 
from a joint venture. A report from MediaPost pointed out that this case has provoked 
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enormous suspicion against the legislation of antitrust policies because it brought two 
monopolies of television and radio industries into one ("Nielsen and Arbitron Deal 
Sparks Concerns Over Competition," 2012). Nonetheless Nielsen has been the 
dominant provider of television measurement and Arbitron had been the dominant 
provider of radio measurement data. This merger intensified the situation compared 
with the previous dilemma of having only two monopolies.  
     Nielsen’s clients have been expecting improved measurement methods as well as 
increased standards. Arbitron will bring Nielsen new measurement technology and 
audience databases.  Meanwhile, additional pressure from the fluctuation of market 
prices will affect the loyalty to Nielsen’s products and influence the market value of 
this listed company. Nielsen’s clients are in a precarious position, because they are 
fearful of price increases but are expecting a better service. Interviews with Nielsen’s 
clients can be valuable for analyzing the results of this merger. 
Nielsen and Arbitron’s competitors and potential competitors have been 
unavoidably influenced by this acquisition. The market for online and multi-screen 
measurement research will be reviewed, especially for the fast-growing digital media 
format. The research measured Nielsen’s competitors’ actions after the merger, which 
will reflect another view in understanding the impact of the merger. 
                      1.3 Background and Need 
    Though their areas of focus are different, Nielsen and Arbitron’s businesses are 
similar to each other. Historically, Nielsen had been trying to build their audio business 
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before television was widely used while Arbitron had demonstrated previous ambitions 
to expand its television business between the 1960s and 1990s (Sterling, 2011). Nielsen 
and Arbitron not only competed with each other in both television and radio 
measurement, but also cooperated with each other by conducting joint venture 
programs in the past decades.  
Nielsen 
    As a global information measurement company, Nielsen Holdings N.V. operates a 
division specializing in identifying and quantifying consumers’ viewing habits across 
television, radio, mobile and online platforms. The company is in a dominant position 
within the whole media measurement industry of the United States, especially for the 
television industry.  
   Nielsen was one of the initial three firms that entered this business. The other two 
firms were Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting (CAB) and Hooper (Buzzard, 1990). 
CAB was a nonprofit marketing research company that entered the audience 
measurement business in 1929. In June, 1946, Hooper acquired the failing CAB, whose 
failure was attributed to poor strategic choices in audience measurement;  Hooper had 
chosen the more promising recall system as its research direction (Buzzard, 2012). 
Subsequently, Hooper lost its clients to competition with A.C. Nielsen. Furthermore, 
Hooper claimed that television measurement was not a profitable business at that time. 
In 1950, A.C. Nielsen acquired Hooper (Buzzard, 1990). In 1946, A.C. Nielsen 
employed a television rating collection device called the “Mailable Audimeter” based 
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on the existing Audimeter technology, while television was still a new technology 
(Buzzard, 1990). The previous Audimeter was a device attached to the radio, which 
used photographic tape to record and translate analog information into tables. By 
collecting these records, this device produced continuous data about when the user 
turned on or off their radio, how long they listened and which radio station they were 
tuned to. This feedback was sent to Nielsen for further analysis. Nielsen won the 
competition with Hooper with this technology because Nielsen integrated projectable 
ratings into its rating reports without extra charge (Buzzard, 1990).  
    From the 1950s to the 1960s, Nielsen found another way to distinguish itself from 
its competitor, American Research Bureau (ARB). ARB adopted a new measurement 
method called the “Diary Method”, which was a method for sending diaries to selected 
household samples in order to record their viewing habits. Nielsen soon applied this 
method to its local television markets (Sterling, 2011) 
    In the early 1980s, the Nielsen Company did not notice that while they were 
building their own data bases, several new smaller firms like Audits of Great Britain 
had acquired market share from Nielsen with its Peoplemeter (Buzzard, 2002). The 
Peoplemeter was a meter that collected more types of data but worked like the 
Audimeter. Compared with Nielsen’s handwritten diaries, both demographic and 
channel data could be collected more efficiently by this Peoplemeter. Nielsen 
introduced its own version of a Peoplemeter 2 years after AGB employed this 
technology (Buzzard, 2002). As a result, AGB was pushed out of the market and 
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subsequently lost broadcast and advertising clients (Buzzard, 2002). Nielsen’s 
competitors finally abandoned the television market as a consequence of high 
investment costs, marketing strategy errors and costly overhead fees (Buzzard, 2012).  
Since 1990, Nielsen has been the only company that all television and advertising 
industries depended on for quantitative audience measurement data. In 1987, Nielsen 
Media Research (NMR) adopted a “National People Meter” (NPM) for national 
measurement in the United States (Buzzard, 2012).  
NMR provided audience measurement services for 7 broadcast networks, 50 cable 
networks and hundreds of syndicators in the nation (Buzzard, 2012). Its panel base 
reached 5,000 households (Nielsen, 2013). At the national level, Nielsen eliminated the 
need for “diary-style” reports.  
Before the meter was introduced to local markets, Nielsen’s local measurement 
was diary only. Considering the limitations of diary measurement, Nielsen formally 
determined to apply their NMR technology on a local level in 2004, called the “Local 
People Meter” (LPM). LPM was a meter attached to a television.  In a Nielsen 
household, each family member had a number on the remote of this meter. Each family 
member had to press his number while watching television. The meter would record 
what show they were watching at that time and send the data back to Nielsen (Maynard, 
2005). LPM was first tested in the top ten markets in 2004 before being rolled out to 
nationwide (Solman, 2004). From 2004 to 2006, Nielsen applied meter and diary 
integration method in several larger markets such as Boston, New York (Buzzard, 2012). 
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In 2008, Nielsen ultimately decided to apply the LPM in most of its local markets. 
Today, Nielsen’s LPM service is being utilized in 27 markets in the United States 
(Nielsen, 2014).  
In an effort to stay current with shifting viewing trends, Nielsen incorporated 
digital video recorder (DVR) users into its national panel base in 2006. Both 
broadcasters and advertisers were unsatisfied with Nielsen’s rating data at that time. 
Broadcasters accused Nielsen of underestimated their rating numbers because some 
audiences were using a DVR to record their shows instead of viewing live. Advertisers, 
however, preferred commercial ratings compared with the ratings of the shows. As a 
result, Nielsen introduced a new television currency, C-3 ratings,  on a national 
level(Lemonnier, 2008). C3 rating means combining commercial ratings with three 
days of digital recorder or DVR playback ratings. National buyers preferred the 
commercial ratings over the program ratings (Buzzard, 2012). The networks, as sellers, 
wanted to see delayed ratings because the ratings of continuous three day viewing 
would be probably higher than the live ratings. The use of C3 ratings was considered 
to be a compromise between national buyers and national sellers. As for the local level, 
however, Nielsen didn’t apply the “C3” ratings to their LPM markets because of the 
costs required to monitor more than 10,000 cable systems (Buzzard, 2012). According 
to a 2014 time-shift viewing report from Nielsen, each LPM market had different time-
shift viewing habits. Pittsburgh viewers preferred live viewing while Dallas viewers 
were inclined to time-shift viewing (Friedman, 2014). Therefore, it would be difficult 
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for local buyers and sellers to negotiate the ratings.  
Time-shift viewing research is only one part of Nielsen’s innovation plan. Another 
key part of Nielsen’s research plan is the internet and multi-screen viewing. Beginning 
in 2008, Nielsen developed reports that detailed usage across screens – television, 
internet and mobile devices, in order to meet broadcasters expanding needs (Nielsen, 
2009).  
                             Arbitron 
    Arbitron was a market research firm which collected information about 
broadcast media viewing and consumer spending. It had three core functions in this 
industry: measuring radio audiences in local markets across the nation, surveying 
consumers, and providing data analysis to their clients. Additionally, Arbitron offered 
applications and software to their clients (Balnaves, 2011). 
In 1949, Jim Seiler founded the American Research Bureau (ARB), which later 
became Arbitron Ratings Co., and later the Arbitron Company. ARB grew quickly 
throughout the 1950s with its “Diary Method” (Sterling, 2011). In 1959 ARB 
employed a meter called Arbitron. The meter was different from A.C. Nielsen’s 
“Mailable Audimeter” because Arbitron’s data was collected instantaneously 
(Sterling, 2011). In 1961, ARB expanded its facilities by merging with another 
research company, Economic and Industry Research (CEIR) (Sterling, 2011).   
    Arbitron’s radio division grew rapidly throughout the 1980s, with 420 markets. 
In 1986, Arbitron had 1,750 radio stations as their customers (Sterling, 2011). Birch 
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Scarborough Research Radio, a radio research company emerged and became 
Arbitron’s main competitor during the 1980s and early 1990s. Birch relied on a then 
new telephone-recall system. Birch would ask the interviewees their listening patterns 
during the past 24 hours. Birch had been a threat to Arbitron’s top status in the market 
for eight years because it provided inexpensive monthly and quarterly reports. 
However, Birch failed to offer demographic data in its reports to meet their clients’ 
needs. In 1992, Birch Scarborough Research discontinued its service because of 
financial losses (Sterling, 2011) 
In 1988, Arbitron deployed its “people meter”, named “Scan America”. It had 
been tested in the Denver area two years prior to its formal introduction. This “people 
meter” technology gave Arbitron the power to dominate the radio market. In order to 
distinguish Scan America from what Nielsen used in the market, Arbitron applied its 
new concept using a "single source" on this device. Single source meant this meter 
could provide both rating data and purchase information. Scan America used a wand 
reader which recorded what consumers purchased by scanning the bar code (Boyer, 
1988). 
By the 1990s, Arbitron was one of the top three audience measurement firms 
providing both rating and consumer behavior data (Sterling, 2011). The other two 
were A.C Nielsen and Information Resources Inc. Different from Arbitron and A.C. 
Nielsen, Information Resources Inc.’s focus area was marketing research and 
consumer behavior research (Batra, 2009). Additionally, Arbitron was the only single-
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source company combining both marketing and media information together while 
Nielsen offered the data separately. In 1991, the company’s advisory board was 
pressed to expand panel size. In the greater national market, radio stations were 
pushing Arbitron to expand their sample size and increase the reliability of its 
surveys. Arbitron added 10 percent more respondents in its radio surveying without 
charging their customers extra money (Buzzard, 2012). At the same time, however, 
the feedback from their television clients was disappointing. Based on cost 
considerations, local TV stations had to make a choice between Nielsen and Arbitron 
services. Nielsen was a better option in the television measurement field with its 
“national people meter” and “household meter” both able to reflect on the local and 
national markets. Arbitron abandoned the television measurement field in 1993 in 
order to focus on radio ratings.  
In late 1992, Arbitron introduced a new device called the “Portable People 
Meter” (PPM). The device would detect inaudible audio codes from radio or TV both 
in-home and out-of-home in order to record viewing and listening habits of 
participants (“Rating Systems Testing Portable People Meters”, 2002). This device 
was developed to rectify problems resulting from outdated data and ineffectiveness 
that occurred by relying on diary methods. This new technology was invented based 
on the trend that there was a growing number of people listening to radio while 
driving. However, PPM was not initially accepted because Arbitron had to convince 
their clients to encode their programs and persuade their samples to wear the PPM 
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devices throughout the day. This device finally replaced the old diary method in forty-
three of the top fifty markets by 2007 as the next generation of the radio listening 
survey services (Roisen, 2008).  
Competition and Collaboration between Nielsen and Arbitron 
The competition between Arbitron and Nielsen dates to 1949, as they were the two 
dominant forces in the audience measurement industry battling for market share. ARB 
challenged Nielsen with its new “Diary Method” because the diary targeted specific 
viewers (Sterling, 2011). 
 It was ARB that first introduced a television geographic division map in 1966, 
defining “Area of Dominant Influence” in households with televisions (ADI). ADI is a 
method dividing the United States into more than 200 local markets and assigning each 
station to a specific ADI based on viewing patterns (Sterling, 2011). Nielsen countered 
with the creation of “Designated Market Area” (DMA). On a national level, only 
Nielsen provided the measurement service in both national and local markets; ARB 
remained in local markets only.  
    However, Arbitron, remaining as an independent company at that time, suffered 
further losses in the local television business throughout the 1980s and 1990s. A 
growing number of television stations discontinued using both Arbitron and Nielsen 
services (Buzzard, 2012). By 1992 Arbitron departed the television business and 
remaining stations chose Nielsen as their service provider for viewing data. 
    In the radio industry, Nielsen dropped its service early in 1964 because their 
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Mailable Audimeter failed to monitor out-of-home ratings. Though Nielsen created an 
Audimeter to be installed in automobiles, its clients refused to pay an extra charge to 
maintain the new service (Sterling, 2011). It was Arbitron’s portable people meter 
(PPM) that became a most effective tool to measure the out-of-home listening in the 
radio measurement industry (Sterling, 2011).  
    The beginning of Nielsen’s and Arbitron’s collaborative efforts began in 2000, 
when Nielsen recognized an opportunity to apply Arbitron’s PPM technology to 
television (Buzzard, 2012).  These two companies initiated a partnership and 
announced that they would test Arbitron’s new PPM in a joint venture. Having 
monopolies in the television and radio measurement fields, this new cooperation would 
mean that these two companies would use one method and share technology to maintain 
dominance in the market. But the first joint venture between them ended with 
puzzlement and confusion. Nielsen didn’t provide clear information about how the 
PPM would fit in their business plan (Buzzard, 2012). 
Arbitron, along with Nielsen’s parent company, VNU, soon built another joint 
venture, “Project Apollo”, early in 2005 (Buzzard, 2012). This project was built on a 
single-source trend, which linked viewing, listening and purchasing into one source. 
Both Arbitron and VNU thought this source could be realized by Nielsen’s Homescan 
technology and Arbitron’s PPM technology, but this project was terminated in 2008, 
similar to the first joint venture project. According to Arbitron and Nielsen’s statement, 
this project didn’t acquire sufficient interest among their clients (Nielsen, 2008). 
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1.4 Purpose of the Study 
    This case study is significant to the television industry because of Nielsen and 
Arbitron’s influence and dominance in the media metrics marketplace. Different from 
Nielsen’s previously numerous acquisitions, this time it acquired a monopoly in the 
radio measurement industry. The purpose of this case study is to analyze the Nielsen 
and Arbitron merger based on its effectiveness. According to press releases published 
by Nielsen, it did produce something new; radio and television combined ratings, 
after the acquisition (Nielsen, 2014). There exists some connection between these new 
products and the acquisition. How will these novel products affect the whole 
industry? What did Nielsen gain or lose?   
    Nielsen’s clients’ reactions are another aspect worth of study. Media Life, a 
magazine focusing on the media industry conducted a survey which asked media 
buyers and planners to rate their attitude about this merger. Based on the survey 
findings, only 30% of their readers said that it was beneficial (Cromwell, 2013). The 
majority of those surveyed considered it to be a horrible deal for them because 
Nielsen had become the only service provider in this industry. Even though the new 
service might be better, clients worried about higher prices. But Cromwell’s survey 
did not present the results in detail. Nielsen’s clients can be divided into different 
types. There are media sellers such as broadcasters and stations and media buyers like 
advertising agencies and advertisers. Another way to divide Nielsen’s clients is 
dividing them into national and local sellers or buyers (Omar, 2014). Nielsen’s 
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services were now expanded to the audio world after the merger. Thus, several 
interviews can be conducted to analyze clients’ attitudes. 
    Additionally the multi-screen measurement future is another point the author 
focused on. Although Nielsen and Arbitron essentially have few competitors in 
television and radio measurement, they are facing a more competitive environment in 
the cross-platform measurement area. This merger was a threat to comScore and 
Rentrak, Nielsen’s biggest rivals in this industry. How will Nielsen react to the 
competitiveness of the future market? Will a new landscape emerge in this business? 
There are enumerable possibilities as the industry explores these questions. 
                     1.5 Significance to the Field 
    This case study is significant because the main idea behind the merger is about 
market control of the media measurement industry. As the primary currency in the 
media industry, ratings are fundamental to productivity. The dominant rating provider 
is able to control the entire media measurement industry with its products. The 
specificity of this case is the merger between two huge ratings providers. Although 
these industries may appear to be different at first, readers will find their common 
connections is about media services. For example, although Nielsen left the United 
State radio market years ago, they have maintained their audio division in other 
countries. Arbitron did announce their departure from the television measurement 
industry in the early 1990s, but they partnered with comScore to develop cross-
platform ratings, including television ratings.  
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Another key factor in this merger is the resources that Arbitron brought to 
Nielsen. According to Nielsen’s press releases, Nielsen would acquire Arbitron’s 
audio measurement technology, especially the PPM technology to measure out-of-
home viewing (Nielsen, 2012). Any new decisions and changes after the acquisition 
will affect three audience markets: television, radio and digital measurement. The 
general path of these three media measurement industries’ future can be observed by 
analyzing this merger case.   
                     1.6 Research Questions 
1. Company: What are the positive and negative aspects of this merger on Nielsen and 
Arbitron? 
(a) What financial impacts did this merger pose on Nielsen and Arbitron? 
(b) What new products or plans did Nielsen bring to the market after the merger? Is this 
merger beneficial to Nielsen’s technological innovation? If so, how will the new 
technologies affect the industry as a whole?  
2. Customer: What are clients’ expectations and concerns about this merger? 
3. Competition: What is Nielsen’s attitude to the competitiveness of the future media 
metrics market? 
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                 CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
                          2.1 Introduction 
    This review will follow the timeline of this acquisition, which generally means 
describing how this merger started and proceeded. The first section addresses that this 
acquisition occurred in a digital environment. Both Nielsen and Arbitron have been 
engaging in creating new measurement tools to meet their clients’ ongoing needs. For 
all media measurement firms, the digital age offers both promising and challenging 
opportunities. The following is a review of this merger and speculation about the 
event. In the last section, the author will explore and focus on how the US Federal 
Trade Commission (FTC) struggled with the approval process. 
              2.2 The Digital Age and Multi-Screen Environment 
According to Nielsen’s 2013 3rd quarter cross-platform report, the average time 
an American consumer spends on media content each week is 60 hours. During these 
60 hours, 35.1 hours are spent watching traditional television and 14 hours are spent 
listening to the radio. The remaining 10.9 hours are divided among using mobile phones 
and tablets, watching DVD’s and gaming (Nielsen, 2013). While other screen user 
numbers are growing, television remains the primary screen used by the general 
population. As viewers change, advertisers are seeking newer methods to reach them 
through various platforms. It is critical however, to first understand the audience’s 
device preferences and their patterns of use.  
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Figure 1: Average American 60 Hours Media Consumption in 2013 
Adapted from Nielsen Cross Platform Report, 2013(p. 5). 
 
 
                                   
The internet has become a new frontier in today’s digital age. Online viewing 
measurement is more accessible than in the television and radio measurement fields 
(Nielsen, 2013). Several new media measurement companies provide usage data, both 
panel-based research companies and web analytic firms. Most of the panel-based 
companies such as HitWise, Alexa, Compete, and Quanticast tracked consumer 
information by placing “cookies” into websites. “Cookies” are tracking devices 
encoded into publishers’ websites by a pixel or a “tag” in order to keep track of the 
viewing information of that web page. Viewers can “disable cookies” which would 
affect results. It is, in general, an effective way for advertisers to catch basic users’ 
preferences (Klaassen, 2007). Web analytic firms like Unica, Webtrends and Visual 
Sciences offer measurement data and reports from a Web server, such as Google. 
Google also analyses its own user log files to produce consumer reports to its clients.    
2.3 ComScore and Media Metrix 
    In addition to the small companies described above, Nielsen and Arbitron’s real 
threats in digital measurement come from several large companies such as comScore. 
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comScore is a company specializing in digital measurement. In 2002, comScore 
acquired Media Metrix, a pioneer in the web-measurement field (Lincoln, 2002). Media 
Metrix developed metering methodology, installing meters into computers and working 
with PC operating systems to collect data ("Media Metrix Launches Digital Media 
Report," 1998). In 2002, ComScore acquired Media Metrix Internet Audience 
Measurement service from its parent company Jupiter Media Metrix. ComScore then 
established its Media Metrix division. As a company that tracks purchasing behavior, 
the combination of Media Metrix’ PC usage information would help comScore build 
more comprehensive online behavior research reports ("comScore Networks Acquires 
Media Metrix," 2002). ComScore also connected its web server analysis to a personal-
level panel base through Media Metrix 360, a multi-platform measurement tool.  
As a leader in measuring digital audiences, comScore was not satisfied with its 
web-measurement progress (Yuki, 2010). ComScore realized that by analyzing online 
viewing trends and making further steps to cross-platform viewing, they could more 
effectively expand their business. Validated Campaign Essentials (VCE) was 
comScore’s new strategy to measure multi-platform video products, including 
television. This new tool would help comScore measure internet data just as Nielsen 
was doing in the television measurement industry, such as building multi-screen Gross 
Rating Points (GRPs), demographics and audience behavioral reports (Rodgers, 2012). 
However, according to comScore, VCE was more effective because it would show the 
advertisers whether their target audience actually watched the commercials. To better 
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understand their audiences’ preferences, NBC utilized comScore to track their 2014 
Winter Olympics’ ratings in digital media. “Nielsen has to step up its game," said Alan 
Wurtzel, president of research and media development at NBCUniversal (Sharma A., 
2014).  
2.4 Rentrak in the Niche Market 
    Nielsen’s other competitor in the multi-screen field is Rentrak, an information 
company focused on niche markets. Rentrak’s predecessor was National Video, which 
was founded in 1977 (Rentrak, 2011). National Video’s business was box office 
measurement. In 2009, Rentrak consolidated its box office measurement business by 
acquiring Nielsen’s box office measurement division, EDI (Fritz, 2009).  
2009 was also the year Rentrak began measuring local television viewing. Initially, 
Rentrak’s television measurement was solely based on viewing data from AT&T U-
Verse's 3.7 million set-top-boxes in 56 local markets (Moss, 2010). In 2010, Rentrak 
signed a deal with DISH Network to integrate DISH Network's TV viewing data with 
Rentrak's television audience measurement service. This deal brought Rentrak more 
than 15 million cable, telco and satellite TV sets in all 210 markets.  
The method Rentrak adopted in its television measurement is analysis of all 
viewing data collected from more than 15 million cable and set-top-boxes instead of 
measuring small panels. Rentrak believes their data is more accurate compared with the 
small-panel measurement. “Rentrak is committed to providing the research and deep 
analysis needed to satisfy the increasing demands for accurate media measurement by 
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the industry”, said Cathy Hetzel, president of the Advanced Media and Information 
(AMI) Division at Rentrak (Rentrak, 2009).  
Rentrak’s multi-platform strategy is to combine time-shifted viewing 
measurement with live television measurement. Compared with Nielsen’s live plus 
three days or live plus seven days ratings, Rentrak’s time-shifted viewing analysis of a 
show can be extended to 28 days after a show’s initial broadcast. Any of Rentrak’s 
clients can acquire the rating data from day one to day 28 (Rentrak, 2011).  
Rentrak has its drawbacks on the quality and the range of the data. First, Rentrak 
only receives set-top-box data provided by AT&T, Charter Cable and the Dish Network. 
There are other cable companies like Time Warner, Comcast and Cox which are not 
included in their database. Another problem with Rentrak’s data is that their viewing 
measurement is not demographic viewing (Pahutski, 2013). Rentrak’s data won’t 
include viewers’ age or gender information. The last problem is that many people leave 
their set-top-box turned on whether or not they are actually viewing (Holmes, 2011). 
Therefore, Rentrak’s samples are not comparable with Nielsen’s.  
2.5 Nielsen-Online and Arbitron’s Cross-platform Strategy 
    In 1998, Nielsen teamed with NetRatings to produce internet usage reports. As a 
company with expertise in targeting this niche market, NetRatings provided Nielsen the 
technology to analyze lifestyle and consumer purchasing information. At the same time, 
Nielsen offered NetRatings a panel base to improve the accuracy of their reports. To 
expand their online analysis division, Nielsen NetRatings intended to acquire Jupiter 
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Media Metrix (JMM) while JMM was burdened by financial losses (Buzzard, 2012). 
The FTC rejected this merger based on antitrust considerations.  ComScore acquired 
JMM and became Nielsen’s rival by using JMM’s technology.  
    From 2000-2006, in addition to introducing time-shifted viewing ratings, Nielsen 
released their Anytime Anywhere Media Measurement (A2/M2) strategy in 2006 
(Bogatin, 2006). At that time, Nielsen faced competition from various competitors, 
such as Arbitron’s radio measurement, comScore’s Internet measurement and Rentrak’s 
local television measurement. Nielsen decided to unite its divisions and introduce its 
multi-screen measurement method. “One of the things we will do better is provide a 
broad view of how a consumer goes through their day,” said Susan D. Whiting, 
executive vice president of Nielsen and the executive leading A2/M2 (Louise, 2008).  
According to its press release archives and official reports, Nielsen’s process in 
digital or multi-screen age can be classified into a timeline. Nielsen published its first 
three-screen (television, computer, mobile device) quarterly reports to meet 
broadcasters’ expanding needs in 2008 (Nielsen, 2008). The three-screen report was 
formally renamed cross-platform report in 2011. Quarterly reports can be considered as 
Nielsen’s first step in this new business.  
Nielsen invested significant capital and energy into social media during 2009. 
Measurement of social media activity represented a gap in online measurement 
business at that time while most firms were engaging in measuring usage data through 
search engines. Nielsen’s online division first announced that they would launch a new 
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program called S.M.A.R.T. (Social Media & Advocacy Round-Table) (Nielsen, 2009). 
S.M.A.R.T., Nielsen’s first trial in social media measurement was helping its customers 
improve their customer service quality through social media, instead of taking 
advantage of its “media” function. In the same year, Nielsen formed a strategic alliance 
with Facebook to measure advertising on Facebook. The core product of this alliance 
was called BrandLift. By inserting an opt-in click into Facebook’s homepage, it would 
play advertisements to enrolled consumers and measure their attitudes and purchasing 
activities (Nielsen, 2009). During 2009, Nielsen published 73 press releases; 26 of them 
were related to Nielsen Online or Internet use.  
In 2010, Nielsen formed several joint venture programs with different web 
analytics firms such as Bazarvoice and McKinsey to further develop their reach into 
the social media world (Nielsen, 2010). This year is also the first year Nielsen engaged 
the online video measurement market. Instead of building a joint venture program, 
Nielsen acquired GlanceGuide to streamline their ability to collect online video data. 
GlanceGuide is a Canadian firm measuring how audiences interact with the videos they 
watch online. This acquisition enabled Nielsen to not only measure online video 
commercials’ performance but also to compare the content performance on television 
with how it performed online (Nielsen 2010). Nielsen’s formal cross-platform 
measuring trial was also introduced in 2010.  Nielsen and Disney/ABC Television 
Group co-developed an iPad application for ABC’s new primetime drama “My 
Generation”. Nielsen applied its Media-Sync platform, which is an application using 
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inserted audio watermarks to track ratings on this iPad application (Nielsen, 2010).  
In 2011 Nielsen introduced Online Campaign Ratings (Nielsen, 2011). Nielsen 
Online Campaign Ratings combine television ratings with online panel data and 
produces Gross Rating Points (GRP) and frequency similar to what Nielsen lists in 
television rating reports. ComScore also employed this service in 2012. Compared with 
comScore, Nielsen had an advantage because television is still the most influential 
among various screens (Seltzer, 2010). Nielsen tested this service through Facebook. 
By tagging ads with codes, Nielsen tracked Facebook users’ viewing data. All viewing 
data was compiled into Internet usage reports for clients to review (Constine, 2011). 
This program was Nielsen’s second joint venture program with Facebook (Constine, 
2011).   
By 2012, Nielsen had acquired 15 online advertising platforms as its clients to use 
its Online Campaign Ratings. CW became the first television network to use the Nielsen 
Online Campaign Ratings in their digital advertising business during their 2012 fall 
television season (Nielsen, 2012). Instead of writing long comments on their Facebook 
pages, viewers switched to Twitter to discuss their TV viewing experiences. Nielsen 
found that this platform was a more effective way to measure how people engaged with 
their shows. Subsequently, Nielsen and Twitter signed an agreement to create Nielsen 
Twitter TV Ratings (Nielsen, 2012). A Twitter rating website was then created by 
Nielsen to transform Twitter hashtags into television rating numbers. By matching the 
keywords in the “tweets” to TV programs, the Nielsen Twitter TV Ratings could show 
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the viewer preferences of most social TV programs (Nielsen, 2012). At the end of 2012, 
just one day after Nielsen announced its cooperation with Twitter, Nielsen announced 
it would acquire Arbitron (Nielsen, 2012).  
Compared with Nielsen’s step-by-step innovation, Arbitron simply joined the 
cross-platform competition with their advanced tool, PPM (Arbitron, 2011). As an 
innovative device that detects signals from any sound tracks that can be encoded, the 
Portable People Meter (PPM) is another feasible method to track signals across various 
media devices. According to Arbitron, this PPM could be attached to the panelists’ cell 
phones. This meter could record all media using data including television, radio, online, 
cinema and commercials (Arbitron, 2011). In 2009, Arbitron announced that they 
would formulate a cross-platform media measurement group. This venture was also 
backed by comScore and ESPN. The goal of the project was to produce a metric 
combining comScore’s panel based PC, mobile and TV set-top box measurement ability 
with PPM technology (comScore, 2012). Although this venture is a small division of 
Arbitron’s business, it doubled its revenue to $3.2 million in 2012. In 2011, this 
division’s revenue was $1.5 million (Goetzl, 2013). Nielsen mentioned that Arbitron’s 
continuing efforts in developing cross-platform metrics products and its long-standing 
objectives were advantages when they were considering the merger with Arbitron.  
2.6 Merger Process 
    Arbitron’s performance in the multi-platform metrics field was attractive to 
Nielsen. Simultaneously, Nielsen’s clients were putting pressure on Nielsen to create a 
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system to gain data from secondary screen viewership. CBS Corp. CEO Les Moonves 
stressed the importance of second-screen viewing to his investors.  “One of the things 
looking forward that we need to have happen is for Nielsen to get better,” Moonves 
said. “There are a lot of people watching our shows that are unreported (Crupi, 2012).” 
On December 18, 2012, Nielsen announced it would acquire Arbitron to expand 
its measurement abilities. Nielsen purchased Arbitron’s outstanding common stock for 
$48 per share in cash. The total value of the stock was $1.3 billion (Nielsen, 2012). 
After the boards of both companies approved the sale, this acquisition went into a 
regulatory review process. While the Federal Trade Commission was reviewing the 
case, this deal also brought speculation.  
    The first concern was how Nielsen would take advantage of Arbitron’s resources. 
Based on statements by Nielsen Chief Executive Officer David Calhoun, Arbitron’s 
streaming audio and out-of-home measurement are both Nielsen’s unchartered 
territories (Nielsen, 2012). According to Nielsen’s report, a U.S. consumer spends 2 
hours on the radio everyday. So Arbitron’s “listening” division would enable Nielsen 
to measure two more hours of a typical United States consumer’s day (Nielsen, 2013). 
Calhoun also mentioned that in addition to promoting Nielsen’s position in radio, the 
real value was the connection between Arbitron’s radio audience panel and Nielsen’s 
consumer purchasing behavioral research ("Nielsen/Arbitron Deal Sparks Concerns 
Over Competition," 2012).  
   Nielsen not only acquired Arbitron’s traditional radio measurement division, but 
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also Arbitron’s online audio streaming measurement technology. Some analysts are 
questioning whether Nielsen paid too much for a declining business. According to the 
research firm eMarketer’s report, advertisers are reducing their spending on radio 
commercials. It is projected that in radio, U.S. advertisers’ spending will decline to 9.3 
percent in 2012 from 9.6 percent in 2011 (Saba, 2012). 
According to Calhoun, Arbitron is the guide who will lead Nielsen to the new 
world of “out of home” media measurement (Torres, 2014). The application of PPM 
technology would not merely be limited to the radio division.  Nielsen also mentioned 
that PPM was possible to be a supplement of its television measurement methodology 
("Nielsen/Arbitron Deal Sparks Concerns Over Competition," 2012).  
    Arbitron’s market position in the audio business and its PPM technology were two 
big factors in the merger. Arbitron’s progress in multi-screen measurement was 
advantageous in this merger. “There's really no client I know that is looking for 
radio/TV cross-platform integration ("Nielsen/Arbitron Deal Sparks Concerns Over 
Competition," 2012).” Although Nielsen’s Chief Executive Officer Calhoun showed a 
negative attitude concerning how Arbitron would help with Nielsen’s cross-platform 
strategy, the press release Nielsen published in 2013 did mention that Arbitron would 
provide Nielsen data from a variety of platforms (Nielsen, 2013). Earlier this year, 
Arbitron signed an agreement with comScore and ESPN to measure audience behavior 
through five platforms (comScore, 2012). The industry was also curious as to where 
this partnership would go after the acquisition. According to ESPN’s project finding 
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report, Nielsen did not shut down this deal (Coelho, 2013).  
   The last consideration of this acquisition was antitrust. If the FTC approved the deal, 
then Nielsen would become the sole provider of audience measurement data and 
relatively the only metrics provider spanning three media modes: television, radio and 
online. At present, Nielsen and Arbitron remain in two separate markets, which at first 
glance would make the deal uncontroversial. There are signs; however, they could move 
into each other's areas of dominance, especially in cross-platform measurement. Both 
Nielsen and Arbitron have made some efforts in this industry; in fact, they have become 
leaders in this new area (Buzzard, 2012). Therefore, the monopoly potential in the multi-
screen world was a key point when the FTC was reviewing the case. Once it acquires 
Arbitron, Nielsen had claimed that it planned to expand its "Watch" segment that tracks 
viewing and listening habits as consumers move from television and radio to digital (Saba, 
2012). 
                    
 
 
2.7 The FTC Consideration 
    It took the FTC 9 months to review the case. On September 20, 2013, the FTC 
published a statement regarding this case, announcing an approval of this merger.  
According to this statement, however, the FTC did describe the merger as likely 
to weaken the competitive environment of the syndicated cross-platform audience 
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measurement industry. Nielsen and Arbitron are known for single platform 
measurement in television and radio. When both TV and radio viewership shifted from 
one medium to multi-media, Nielsen and Arbitron developed related services to meet 
clients’ needs. Additionally, the FTC addressed that “They are the only two companies 
that own and operate the enormous systems that are capable of developing and testing 
any new research or technology (FTC, 2013).” Therefore, it is reasonable to doubt the 
negative impact that the Nielsen and Arbitron merger would bring to the field (FTC, 
2013).  
One of the FTC commissioners, Joshua D. Wright, a strong supporter of the merger, 
published his own dissenting statement. Initially, he addressed that the competitive 
national cross-platform measurement market was a hypothesis because this market had 
not appeared. “Although “forward-looking” thinking was necessary, it is difficult to 
picture how this cross-platform measurement market would look in the future based on 
current development.” Plus, he emphasized the importance of the public interest. After 
all, this acquisition would update the existing measurement or technology and 
contribute something to the whole industry. Considering public interest is another focus 
point when they were reviewing the case (Wright, 2013).  
The FTC adopted some of Commissioner Wright’s words in their final statement, 
agreeing that the analysis of future cross-platform measurement markets must be 
strongly rooted in evidence. Based on the current situation, any multi-screen 
measurement product is in its initial developing phase. Also, it will be necessary to put 
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public interest into consideration as well(FTC, 2013). Therefore, the FTC drew a 
conclusion that they would allow the contract to proceed while creating a remedy to 
adjust for the competitive concerns.  
The FTC formally announced their remedy plan in 2014. According to this plan, 
Nielsen would have to sell and license Arbitron’s cross-platform asset, LinkeMeter to 
an FTC approved buyer for eight years. This FTC approved buyer turned out to be 
comScore, Nielsen and Arbitron’s biggest rival in the multi-screen measurement field. 
Nielsen was then required to sell the entire technology, license, equipment and service 
to comScore as a package (FTC, 2014). This remedy plan went into the public comment 
phase in January 2014. On April 2, the FTC published its press release officially 
informing the public that this remedy plan was approved and processed.    
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
    The author conducted research to analyze the potential impact of Nielsen and 
Arbitron’s merger on their organizations and the media measurement industry as a whole. 
The format of this research is a case study. A case study is the study of a specific 
circumstance or situation with detailed information instead of a statistical survey 
(Shuttleworth, 2011). The material in this case study mainly includes the financial data of 
two companies, an interview with a Nielsen employee and Nielsen’s published press 
releases and reports. In order to comprehensively analyze and evaluate the merger, the 
author designed the research questions from three points of view. 
3.2 Research Questions 
1. Company: What are the positive and negative aspects of this merger for Nielsen and 
Arbitron? 
(a) What financial impact did this merger pose on Nielsen and Arbitron? 
(b) What new products or plans did Nielsen bring to the market after this merger? Is this 
merger beneficial to Nielsen’s technology innovation? If so, how will the new technology 
affect the whole industry?  
2. Customer: What are customers’ expectations and worries about this deal? 
3. Competitors: What are Nielsen’s concerns as to the competitiveness of the media metrics 
market in the future? 
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3.3 Setting 
    Based on the methodology and the form this case study adopted, the setting of the 
study was Drexel University. Most of the research was conducted in the library by 
collecting and analyzing articles, technology information and financial documentation. The 
remainder of the research was conducting via an interview with a Nielsen employee.  
3.4 Participants 
    In order to analyze the result using the 3C framework, interviewing an employee at 
Nielsen provided a unique opportunity because Nielsen’s employees were insiders during 
this acquisition.  
    The interviewee in this case study, Terri Purdy is a manager of Customer Relations at 
Nielsen. She held the same position at Arbitron before the acquisition. Therefore, she could 
be an interviewee who held unique opinions about this merger. 
3.5 Measurement Instruments 
    To conduct qualitative research, content analysis was the core instrument the author 
used to collect data. Most quantitative data such as 10-k reports and annual reports were 
collected from Nielsen’s published press releases and financial reports. Additionally, the 
interview result, which was considered as typical qualitative data was recorded as audio 
files upon approval of the interviewee. Some of the data was selected and combined with 
quantitative data to answer some of the research questions.  
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3.6 Data Collection and Analysis 
    Most of the quantitative data were collected from Nielsen and Arbitron’s officially 
published reports such as the Nielsen Cross-Platform-Report 2013 and their financial 
reports, earning releases and annual reports. As for the quantitative data collection, the 
author prepared a question list for the interviewee to answer. 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
4.1 Introduction 
    Exploring the fiscal impacts of the Nielsen and Arbitron merger was a key component 
of this study. Financial reports were used to measure whether the $1.3 billion was spent 
successfully. Additionally, innovative technologies and ideas can be used to assess further 
success from a merger. In this case, both Nielsen and Arbitron’s customers were expecting 
new measurement standards and technologies from them before the acquisition. Therefore, 
the quantity and quality of new measurement standards or tools is a good way to measure 
this merger as well. 
4.2 Company 
Financial 
    Nielsen’s financial performance has been increased steadily in the last 3 years. 
Steadily increasing revenue and decreasing costs resulted in growth of net income from 
2011 to 2012. When analyzing the annual report released by Nielsen in December 2013, 
they reported a steady growth on both revenue and net income from 2012 to 2013. The 
revenue for the year 2012 was $5.4 billion. By the end of 2013, this number increased 5.5% 
or 0.3 billion dollars. Adjusted earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and 
amortization (EBITDA) for the full year 2013 increased 7.5% to $1,617 million, or 8.7% 
on a constant currency basis, (excluding foreign currency exchange rates), compared to the 
full year 2012. This report also included segment revenue numbers. According to the report, 
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Nielsen’s revenue is separated into “watch” and “buy” segments. Revenue of the “watch” 
segment grew from 1.9 billion dollars to 2.3 billion dollars in 3 years.  
 
 
 
Table 1: Consolidated Income Statements 
Adapted from Nielsen Annual Report, 2012(p. 43). 
 
 
Figure 2: Total revenues, adjusted EBITDA from 2011 to 2013 
Adapted from Nielsen Annual Report, 2013(p. 11). 
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Table 2: Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Financial Measures 
Adapted from Nielsen Annual Report, 2013(p. 17). 
 
 
Figure 3: Annul Segment Revenues from 2011 to 2013 
Adapted from Nielsen Annual Report, 2013(p. 11). 
    Nielsen’s financial performance was even better in the first quarter of 2014.                                  
Based on Nielsen’s 10-Q report released in April, 2014, revenues for the first quarter 
increased 12.9% to $1,489 million. Revenues, excluding the impact of acquiring Arbitron 
and Harris Interactive, another market research firm in the United States, increased 2.8%, 
or 4.8% on a constant currency basis. Revenues within the “Watch” segment increased 28.3% 
to $652 million. Excluding the Arbitron acquisition, Watch revenues increased 5.3%. “Our 
underlying business performance was enhanced by the ongoing successful integration of 
Arbitron” said Mitch Barns, Chief Executive Officer of Nielsen.  
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    Although Nielsen preferred to exclude the Arbitron acquisition impact when they 
were calculating their costs, they could not deny its impact on increased cost. The cost of 
revenue increased 63 million dollars compared with the first quarter of 2013. According to 
Nielsen’s 10-Q and 10-K reports filed in the first quarter of 2014, Nielsen claimed that 
developing and marketing new services or enhancing their existing services would increase 
their value. Arbitron provided numerous resources for Nielsen to acquire and utilize.  
Panel Base and Data 
    Terri Purdy, currently a client support manager at Nielsen, was a former Arbitron 
employee. Ms. Purdy witnessed the entire process of this acquisition. She notes, “The first 
thing we had to deal with was the convergence of data. Arbitron brought Nielsen’s gigantic 
panel base. ”  
    The fact that Arbitron became Nielsen Audio did not represent Arbitron’s database 
would be merely used for radio measurement. This database could also be applied to 
Nielsen’s Online Campaign Ratings and Cross-Platform Report. Based on Ms. Purdy’s 
statements, Arbitron’s sample size in its PPM local markets was actually larger than those 
in Nielsen’s LPM markets. “It will take Nielsen a long time to adopt PPM data into its local 
television metrics. Eventually, they will make this happen,” Ms. Purdy said. Apparently 
Nielsen had to recruit more LPM samples before they could take advantage of their gigantic 
PPM data in order to meet their clients’ needs.  
On May 28, 2014, Nielsen announced a broad expansion of its ongoing sample 
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improvement plan that would expedite increases in existing local television markets. Based 
on this announcement, Nielsen planned to increase their panel base in their 15 local-people-
meter markets during this year (Nielsen, 2014).  
Audio and PPM 
    Audio metrics and PPM technology are the most valuable resources Nielsen acquired 
from Arbitron. Radio Ink Magazine interviewed senior vice president of local markets at 
Nielsen, Farshad Family. Mr. Family mentioned some innovations Nielsen had in the audio 
business after the merger. First, they updated the online audio measurement technology by 
developing a new meter. Per Family, all digital listening data they captured could not be 
called demographic samples because it was not demographic data. Nielsen had already 
developed a new census basis to analyze the data ("NIELSEN'S PLAN TO MEASURE 
ONLINE AUDIO," 2014). All digital listening data would be included in Nielsen’s Online 
Campaign Ratings and sent to Nielsen’s clients in local markets.  
Another innovation Nielsen developed was television and radio metrics. On October 
31st, 2013,  Nielsen announced a first-ever trial with CBS to measure cross-media 
campaigns on television and radio. This trial combined CBS local stations’ television 
audience data with CBS local radio audience data to measure audience’s viewing or 
listening habits across radio and television (Nielsen, 2013). This new measurement concept 
is now formally called “Proof of Concept (POC)”for local television plus radio audience 
measurement. This trial could not be processed without acquiring Arbitron. In April 2014, 
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Nielsen published a press release stating that this POC doubled the “reach” in their 
measured five market by fusing local PPM data with LPM data (Nielsen, 2014).  
To draw a conclusion, Nielsen applied Arbitron’s audio metrics and PPM technology 
into their future cross-platform strategy. Per Ms. Purdy, Nielsen will finally be able to 
measure the out-of-home viewing with PPM. In reality, some of the out of home data was 
already included in Nielsen’s local cross-platform reports.  
 Cross-Platform Strategy 
    Based on Nielsen’s new products such as POC and audio measurement, Nielsen’s 
ultimate goal is cross-platform measurement. Currently, what Nielsen is attempting is to 
combine new media metrics such as mobile or tablet viewing into their television rating 
reports (Spangler, 2013). According to Nielsen’s 2013 annual report, they claimed that 
programming content consumed on a tablet or smartphone device would be ‘credited’ to 
the existing TV ratings, probably C3 ratings in September 2014 (Nielsen, 2013). Based on 
one of Nielsen’s press releases, mobile viewing would be included in Nielsen Online 
Campaign Ratings the third quarter of 2014 and in the C3 television ratings at the national 
level in the Fall 2014 season (Nielsen, 2014). Television is the broadest media in the United 
States and perhaps worldwide (Seltzer, 2010). Thus Nielsen’s cross-platform strategy is 
built on television metrics.  
    After the merger, Nielsen acquired the tools and technology to measure the other 
traditional media, radio. At that point Nielsen conducted a trial by combining radio and 
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television data (Nielsen, 2013). Undoubtedly, Nielsen would be the only media 
measurement company providing this data.  
Nielsen’s ultimate goal is not just to provide a report that is comprised of data from 
all kinds of media, but to develop a database that enables Nielsen to match and combine 
the data and produce any kind of media report that their client needs. For instance, a local 
television station is able to broadcast its 6pm news program on its television station, a 
partner or co-owned radio station, mobile application and the website. In order to measure 
the performance of this program on multi-screens, this local station would require rating 
reports of their local news program at 6pm from Nielsen. One of the reports would include 
live plus same day television viewing data and live radio listening data from the month. 
Another report could include the live plus same day television viewing data, mobile 
viewing data and online stream radio data. Nielsen would be able to produce the reports 
combining this detailed information from their database instantly. The impact Nielsen 
would have on the entire media industry after the Arbitron acquisition is that Nielsen would 
be transformed to become more versatile. Nielsen would be able to target any niche or cross 
platform market with their database.  
                              
 
 
4.3 Customer 
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    Nielsen is engaging in building its cross-platform business with Arbitron’s numerous 
resources. Their clients’ attitude to this acquisition is controversial ("Nielsen/Arbitron Deal 
Sparks Concerns Over Competition," 2012). Nielsen’s clients have two divergent opinions.  
Some of Nielsen’s clients constantly expect innovations from Nielsen, such as CBS 
Corporation. While the FTC was reviewing the case, CBS Corporation expressed their 
support of this acquisition. The Chief Research Officer of CBS Corp, David Poltrack stated 
that CBS would like to see their local radio stations demonstrate their advertising value by 
combining the influence of their local television stations. Now they could see the 
possibilities from this merger (Goetzl, 2013). As a result, CBS Corporation announced the 
“Proof of Concept (POC)” initiative with Nielsen to measure the local television plus radio 
audience.(Nielsen, 2013). Some Nielsen clients who previously purchased their data from 
both Nielsen and Arbitron welcomed the merger as well. As a former research officer at 
Turner, Stacey Schulman had been working on the “March Madness” measurement project. 
The company had to go to Arbitron to acquire out-of-home viewing data while they were 
analyzing the data from Nielsen (Goetzl, 2013). This acquisition did provide convenience 
for media sellers such as Turner.  
Another group of Nielsen’s clients viewed this merger with skepticism. Some media 
buyers expressed concerns that Nielsen would increase pricing and sell only bundled 
products such as a radio and television package. There are some agencies that only 
purchase television data or radio data based on the business they operate. Nielsen’s CEO, 
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David Calhoun responded that Nielsen would not force the buyers to accept any “cross-
selling” products (Goetzl, 2013). Another group of media buyers claimed that they lost one 
option after the merger because Arbitron had the potential to compete with Nielsen in the 
television out-of-home measurement and cross-platform metrics area.  
However, no matter what kind of attitude Nielsen’s clients showed to this acquisition, 
the concern they shared universally was the quality of Nielsen’s service. Just as CBS’s 
Chief Research Officer David Poltrack mentioned in an interview, they could negotiate the 
price as long as Nielsen and Arbitron was able to roll out more accountable measurement 
tools, such as combing CBS’s radio assets with its television data (D. Goetzl, 2013) 
                        4.4 Competition 
    From Nielsen’s point of view, competition is an effective way to update and improve 
the quality of their service. “We don’t like to bash the competition. The thing we would 
like to do is actually to enhance competition.” Ms. Purdy reported.  Accord to Ms. Purdy’s, 
Nielsen does not consider comScore and Rentrak as rivals that target exactly the same 
markets as Nielsen. “Clients have their specialized needs. Rentrak and comScore specialize 
in different areas. Sometimes Nielsen is being maybe a little robust and became a little bit 
expensive. It is understandable that clients pick another product under their budget.”  
However, acknowledging and encouraging competition does not signify that Nielsen 
has ignored the competition. Actually Nielsen always compares its products with products 
from Rentrak and comScore while they are presenting their services to clients. Compared 
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with Rentrak, Nielsen claims that their samples are superior to Rentrak’s database because 
their samples are able to produce demographic data. “What we are trying to match is ‘Who.’ 
Not ‘Many’ but ‘Who.’” Ms. Purdy said. As for comScore, even though comScore acquired 
Link Meter technology and some PPM panelists, PPM is not a functional tool without 
combining various data with PPM data. ComScore’s market positioning is a bit narrow 
compared with either Nielsen or Rentrak. A company specialized in digital metrics may 
lack the ability to combine various information into their cross-platform report to meet 
different clients needs, especially clients who need television or radio information. 
Todd Mitchell is an analyst from investment bank Brean Capital. He specializes in 
forecasting Rentrak Corporation's performance (Rentrak, 2011). In his view, Rentrak is a 
company uniquely positioning itself to measure video entertainment. Therefore, the 
acquisition was not anticipated to directly lead to any financial loss for Rentrak ("Rentrak 
Says "Hello" as Nielsen Ties Up with Arbitron ", 2012). Mitchell’s judgment is probably 
correct because Rentrak recently signed a contract with Fox Television Group to provide 
its set-top ratings to for all Fox stations in June 2014. Though the Fox Television Group 
didn’t abandon Nielsen service for now; it was the first network-owned TV station group 
to adopt Rentrak’s among its 28 local stations (Andreeva, 2014). 
    Overall, acquiring Arbitron was a wise decision for Nielsen. For the company, the 
financial performance was positive after the acquisition. Nielsen rolled out several 
innovations by taking advantage of Arbitron’s resources. Arbitron’s audio division has 
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become a crucial part of Nielsen’s future cross-platform strategy. From the customers’ 
perspective, this merger brought them both expectations and concerns. On one hand, most 
customers have been expecting better measurement tools from Nielsen. On the other 
hand, they were concerned about the potential side effects that this acquisition would 
bring, such as bundling service and increasing prices. As for the competition in the media 
metrics field, this acquisition has negatively infected the competitiveness of this market. 
With the help of Arbitron’s radio division, Nielsen apparently broke the market pattern of 
two monopolies in the broadcasting media metrics market. Now Nielsen is threating the 
competitiveness of the future cross-platform media metrics market with Arbitron’s 
resources.     
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION 
5.1 Introduction 
    In this chapter, the author will summarize the case study as a whole and draw 
conclusions. There are still some limitations to this study. The author will offer further 
research recommendations and review the limitations.  
                          5.2 Summary 
    The author conducted this case study to discuss the possible impacts that the Nielsen 
and Arbitron merger would pose on themselves and the entire media industry. As two 
monopolies in the television and radio measurement fields, Nielsen and Arbitron’s merger 
would not only affect television and radio markets, but would also change the field of cross-
platform measurement.  
    In the second chapter, the author researched background information prior to this 
acquisition, such as digital viewing trends, online measurement and multi-screen trends. 
Another critical section in the second chapter is Nielsen’s online measurement strategy and 
its cross-platform strategy. The last section of the second chapter is a review of the 
acquisition process including the FTC’s considerations.  
  The third chapter is a description of the methodology that applied in this case study. The 
methodology this researcher mainly utilized was content analysis. Because this merger 
took place recently it was difficult to find academic material related to this merger. 
Combining data from journal articles, press releases and financial reports is a feasible way 
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to analyze the effect of this merger. Another methodology is qualitative study. Interviewing 
Nielsen employees and reviewing previous customers’ interviews were more effective in 
determining what was happening currently compared with reviewing industry news. The 
third chapter discussed how the content analysis and interviews were conducted.  
    The forth chapter was the chapter presenting and summarizing the results. The results 
were divided into “3C” sections. The first “C” meant, “company.” In the “company” 
section, the author described what new products did Nielsen released after the merger and 
how Nielsen utilized Arbitron’s resources. The second “C” represented “customers.”, and 
how customers criticized Nielsen’s services and prices. Their concerns about this merger 
were reviewed as well. The third “C” was “competition.” Nielsen demonstrated confidence 
in the future competition of the cross-platform metrics market. Compared with a market 
without competition, Nielsen prefers a dynamic market. In the meantime, however, 
Nielsen’s increasing power continues to threaten the competitiveness of the media metrics 
field. The author speculated that Nielsen would be able to target any niche market they 
want with a growing and updating database. Eventually, Nielsen’s innovations would 
destroy the dynamism of the future cross-platform metrics field.  
5.3 Conclusion 
    It is difficult to discuss the impact of this acquisition in the long term. In the short 
term, however, this acquisition was basically a successful endeavor. The author analyzed 
the effect of this merger with the “3C” system.  
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    For the company itself, Arbitron increased Nielsen’s revenue and net income 
significantly after the merger. In addition, Arbitron not only contributed to Nielsen’s 
panel base but it also shared its PPM technology. Nielsen formally reentered the audio 
measurement field with this PPM technology. It was Arbitron’s audio division that 
enabled Nielsen to develop combined radio and television ratings, which would be a 
crucial segment for Nielsen’s future cross-platform strategy. As for the whole media 
metrics field, this acquisition is beneficial to the development of the industry. Similar to 
what the FTC mentioned in its announcement, this merger was beneficial to the public 
interest. 
    From a clients’ perspective, although broadcast and media buyers claimed that this 
acquisition was beneficial to them, there were still some media buyers who voiced 
concerns about potential bundled sales and prices increase. There is no sign yet, that 
Nielsen plans on raising its prices, especially as Nielsen is already powerful enough to 
control the market. Therefore, there is no conclusive statement about whether Nielsen 
would raise prices.   
    Finally, a word about competition; currently Nielsen would not consider comScore 
or Rentrak as rivals in that Nielsen has become the sole media metrics provider of the two 
broadest media modes. On the other side, other media measurement firms admitted that 
their target markets should be niche markets. Currently Nielsen and its competitors have 
various markets to target. Nielsen is threating the competitiveness of future cross-
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platform media metrics market with its increasing growing database. In spite of these 
cross-platform media metrics markets, it is reasonable that the FTC will roll out a remedy 
plan after the merger. Nielsen has negatively affected the competitiveness of the 
traditional media metrics market and the future multi-screen metrics market 
5.4 Limitations 
This case study lacks information and data on the long-term effects of this acquisition 
because it is a recent merger. The author is unable to provide long-term speculation based 
on Nielsen’s activities in the short term. 
    Moreover, the author has tried to contact several research managers at different local 
stations or media firms who are Nielsen’s clients. Interview attempts were abandoned 
because the interviewees’ time schedules were too limited. It would have been more 
convincing to have more interview materials to discuss Nielsen’s clients’ expectations and 
concerns.  
5.5 Recommendation for Future Study 
    As for recommendations, there are two more directions to develop. Because the cross-
platform media metrics field has not yet been fully formed, there are still enormous 
undetermined factors in this market. Will the FTC’s remedy plan pose a positive impact on 
the competitiveness of this market? How is Nielsen’s ultimate cross-platform strategy 
going to look? Analyzing the multi-screen metrics could be an innovative research topic. 
    Furthermore, will Nielsen’s radio and television combined ratings become the new 
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measurement standard in the local market similar to what the “C3” ratings did in the 
national market? The application of commercial ratings to local markets, combined with a 
cross-platform strategy could be another direction to explore.
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Appendix A 
Interview Notes 
Interviewee: Terri Purdy 
Q: In your opinion, which of these Arbitron’s resources is more useful to Nielsen after 
the merger? Why? 
A. Its cross-platform research   
B. Its PPM technology 
A: The first thing they have to deal with is the data converging. Arbitron brought 
Nielsen gigantic panel base. They have already adopted some of the PPM data into 
their online campaign ratings. Some of the data started to crunch and converge and 
spread to Nielsen’s clients. 
Q: What are Nielsen’s advantages comparing with other measurement firms such as 
Rentrak? 
A: What Nielsen does differently is when we recruit our households; we make sure 
that we have a correct representation of the census. We try to match as closely as we 
can. What we trying to reach is “who”. Not the “many” but the “who.” 
Q: Rentrak just did a major deal with the FOX owned stations...have you seen the 
Rentrak product, and what is your opinion of it. What is Nielsen’s plan to use set top 
box data? 
A: Nielsen will finally be able to measure the out of home watch. Actually some o f the 
out of home data is already included in to our cross-platform reports.  
Q: Many believe that set top box data is the future...what is your opinion? What are the 
problems with this data? 
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A: What Rentrak has is not the sample. It is just a big dataset. It is not a representative 
of where the data come from.  
Q: In your opinion, will comScore become a competitive rival to Nielsen? 
A: As for the comScore, Nielsen won’t consider comScore as a rival who targeting 
exactly the same market with Nielsen. Nielsen and comScore specialized in different 
areas. Clients have their specialized needs. Probably because comScore’s panel size 
and the ability to combine various information into one report to meet different clients 
needs. Some times Nielsen is being maybe a little too robust and became a little bit 
expensive.  
 
 
 
 
